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SIQURA™ Vehicle Sanitiser & Protectant Fogger destroys bacteria 
and locks onto surfaces providing active defense against future 
contamination. 

Vehicles can be a breeding ground for bacteria and microorganisms — 
with the average vehicle hosting over 800 different kinds — all being 
spread around the interior whenever the airconditioning is used! 

The SIQURA™ Vehicle Fogger generates an ultra-fine mist that destroys 
existing bacteria within the vehicle and then remains bonded to 
the surfaces to create a microscopic barrier that offers long-lasting 
protection and peace of mind. 

Advanced anti-bacterial 
defense for your vehicles

up to 30 days 
continuous 
protection

inhibits mould 
and odour

easy-to-use
rapid action
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How do you use  SIQURA™ Vehicle Fogger? 

How durable is it? 
Surfaces treated with SIQURA™ Vehicle Fogger remain 
protected for up to 30 days unless heavy abrasion occurs. 

How is it available? 

CODE  DESCRIPTION    PACK

0-000  100G Steel Can    20

Allow the surface to dry. 
Do not wipe dry as this will 
remove the coating prior to 
bonding. *Surfaces remain 
protected for up to 30 
days unless heavy abrasion 
occurs.

Ensure the surfaces to be 
treated are clean and dry. 
Shake well for 30 seconds. 
Position aerosol container 
upright in a central place. 
Turn air conditioning on to 
full and set the system to 
internal recirculation. Ensure 
all vents are fully open. 

Actuate the atomising 
cap ensuring it locks in 
place. Exit the vehicle 
immediately and close 
doors behind you. Typical 
fogging time is 3-5 
minutes. Wait a further 5 
minutes or until mist has 
settled before re-entry. 

1 2 3
minutes
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Ideal for use within: 
• Vans, Trucks and Cars
• New & Used Vehicles
• Automotive Dealerships
• Company Fleets
• Personal Vehicles

How safe is the SIQURA™ Vehicle Fogger?
SIQURA™ Vehicle Foggers use a small electrostatic charge to kill 
bacteria, rather than poison or chemicals, making it suitable for 
use in commercial and domestic vehicles. It protects the interior of 
vehicles and bonds to most surfaces without causing damage. Rapidly 
degrading, SIQURA™ Vehicle breaks down to form harmless organic 
compounds — reducing the potential for negative environmental 
impacts.  

Dye and fragrance-free
No chlorines
No bleaches
No carcinogenic compounds
Non-corrosive
Bio-degradable
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